Dunning MSc Fellow International Business - Henley Business School

(Single Individual Award: up to £10,000)

Background

The University of Reading has helped define the research agenda in the field of International Business. Further developing and employing the ‘Reading approach’ to the analysis and evaluation of International Business. Drawing upon the unique pedigree in examining and understanding Multinational Enterprises this innovative programme balances the necessity of a deep theoretical grounding with the added value of a strong applied focus. The individual chosen for the Fellowship will have pivotal roles in representing the International Business programme while in situ, but also act as an international representative for Henley Business School. This focused role will enhance future employability, boost career opportunities and will also provide support for research in the field.

What are the benefits?

The successful student will have their fee waived on their degree tuition fees by up to £10,000. The award and the activities undertaken as part of this scheme will lead to:

a. **Dedicated support.** The student will receive dedicated support from International Business and Strategy Faculty, during after the programme.

b. **A central role in** the Contemporary Issues in International Business forum as a student and later as an alumni.

c. **Networking.** An unparalleled networking opportunity.

d. **Resume.** A valuable and credible addition to your resumé (CV).

e. **RED Award.** The work will be counted as a part of your Reading Experience and Development (RED) Award certificate.

The Fellow will work closely with Faculty on engaging and exciting projects helping to develop links within programmes but also with important events such as the Dunning Conference; arranging social events; sharing and engaging with future potential Fellows and candidates for these prestigious International Business programmes.
How to apply

1. In order to apply students must be holding an offer for a postgraduate business management or accounting course at HBS for entry in 2014/15 (not ICMA centre or Real Estate, Planning or Informatics degrees; these areas have different support on offer).

2. E-mail application. The e-mail must carry a word document attachment which is a letter setting out:
   a. Name and HBS student number, country, university in which your first degree was undertaken, and the degree that will be taken in Henley.
   b. The main part of the letter will need to explain why you would make a good candidate for us – maybe your experience of community engagement to date, maybe your interests and how these related to international business.

You must also attach a full CV to your e-mail which must be sent to pgmanagement@henley.ac.uk

How the awarding decision will be made.

The panel making the awards will consider all relevant factors including academic qualities, the original application, the application letter, the CV and any other relevant information (such as evidence of leadership contributions to an organisation, community or society) on individual merit. The decision of the panel is final.

Any suitably qualified applicant who considers themselves suitable is warmly welcomed to make an application.

Awards will be made on a rolling basis. Closing dates for applications will be - December 13th 2013, March 21st 2014, and July 4th 2014. You need apply only once. If you apply in December, but are unsuccessful your application will be carried over to the next period for consideration. The student being awarded the Fellowship will be notified within one month of the deadlines.

The award is only made to eligible students who successfully enter on a relevant degree programme in October 2014.

Students offered more than one Award from UoR/HBS may accept only one award but can select which one. Students deciding to defer entry will forfeit any award but may re-apply.

Further Information

Students may be of ANY nationality or domicile to apply; this includes EU (Home) applicants.